Abstract

The form of hidden activation functions has been always an important issue in deep neural network (DNN) design. The most common choices for acoustic modelling are the standard Sigmoid and rectified linear unit (ReLU), which are normally used with fixed function shapes and no adaptive parameters. Recently, there have been several papers that have studied the use of parameterised activation functions for both computer vision and speaker adaptation tasks. In this paper, we investigate generalised forms of both Sigmoid and ReLU with learnable parameters, as well as their integration with the standard DNN acoustic model training process. Experiments using conversational telephone speech (CTS) Mandarin data, result in an average of 3.4% and 2.0% relative word error rate (WER) reduction with Sigmoid and ReLU parameterisations.

1. Introduction

Multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) have become a widely used artificial neural network (ANN) model since the rediscovery of the error back propagation (EBP) algorithm in the 1980s [1, 2]. However, it was commonly believed that training a DNN, an MLP with many hidden layers, directly from random initialisations using EBP usually gives to a poor local optimum [3]. The problem had not been addressed until a generative pre-training approach was proposed to initialise the DNN with Sigmoid activation functions layer by layer, by training a stacked set of unsupervised RBMs [4]. Studies on image classification tasks found one perspective to understand the difficulty in deep learning: the non zero mean value of the Sigmoid function drives the top hidden layer of a random initialised DNN into saturation, while other non-linear functions symmetric around zero with sensible random initial values can enable DNNs to converge to a good local optimum quickly without pre-training [3].

In 2010, a half-rectified non-linearity, the rectified linear unit or ReLU, which is linear for positive values and zero otherwise, was studied [5, 6] and applied to large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) [7, 8]. Compared to Sigmoid, ReLU can usually eliminate the necessity of pre-training and make DNNs converge to sometimes more discriminative solutions more quickly, while keeping the model sparse [5, 7, 8]. A further improvement of the ReLU is the leaky ReLU, which scales the negative part by 0.01, to allow small non-zero gradients when a unit is saturated [9]. However, it results in no improvement in speech recognition [9, 10]. Although it was found that on LVCSR tasks with very large training sets, pre-training for even Sigmoid DNNs is unnecessary [11], the above findings still illustrated the importance of hidden activation functions.

Recently, there have been several studies on learning parameterised activation functions [12, 13, 14]. In [12], Hermite polynomial activation functions with a number of coefficients are learnt in a speaker independent (SI) ANN acoustic model, and the coefficients are made speaker dependent (SD) by adapting to a particular speaker during testing. Similarly, [13] associates each hidden unit with a weight constraint by Sigmoid functions, and the DNN is adapted by learning the hidden unit contributions (LHUC). An advantage of LHUC is that it does not rely on the choice of hidden activation functions. The parametric leaky ReLU\(^1\) (PReLU) was proposed as a general activation function, and applied to a 22-layer convolutional neural network for image classification [14]. The PReLU has the coefficients of its negative part adaptively learned and allows an automatic learning of rectification.

In this paper, we study the parameterised forms of the most commonly used hidden activation functions – Sigmoid and ReLU. Three parameters are used with the generalised Sigmoid: the curve’s maximum value, the curve’s steepness, and a scaled horizontal displacement. In this way, the parameterised Sigmoid function can perform piecewise approximations to other activation functions. Meanwhile, both positive and negative parts of ReLU are separately associated with a linear scaling factor, which allows unconstrained trade-off between the positive and negative activations. We investigate the effectiveness and the role of these parameters in training standard DNN acoustic models.

Section 2 briefly reviews the common DNN training algorithm. The training method and properties of each parameter are discussed in Section 3. The experimental setup is presented in Section 4, followed by the experimental results in Section 5, and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. A Review of DNNs

2.1. DNN-HMM Hybrid Acoustic Models

An MLP maps its input vector \(x_t\) to an output vector through the nodes in the hidden and output layers. \(x_t\) is formed from a stacked set of adjacent frames of the acoustic feature vector, \(x_t\), for each frame.

A DNN is an MLP with many hidden layers. In each layer, the input to each node \(j\), \(a_j\), is defined as a weighted sum of the outputs from its previous layer, \(y_i\), i.e.,

\[
a_j = \sum_i w_{ji} y_i + b_j,
\]

\(^1\)The method was denoted the parametric ReLU (PReLU) in [14]
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where $w_{ji}$ and $b_j$ are the weights and bias associated with node $j$, and $a_j$ is also called the activation. Node $j$ transforms its input $a_j$ with an activation function $f_j(\cdot)$,

$$y_j = f_j(a_j).$$

If it is a hidden layer and $f_j(\cdot)$ has no adaptive parameters, $f_j(\cdot)$ is a standard activation function, (e.g., Sigmoid or ReLU). Otherwise $f_j(\cdot)$ is a parameterised function with a set of learnable parameters, $\phi_j$.

In the output layer, the inputs to node $k$, $a_k$, are normalised to be the posterior probability of its associated class $C_k$, using the softmax function $F_k(\cdot)$. To interface a DNN with HMMs, the posterior probability $p(C_k|x_t)$ is converted to a scaled log-likelihood of $x_t$ generated by $s_k$, the HMM state relevant to $C_k$, by

$$\ln p(x_t|s_k) = \ln(s_k|x_t) + \ln p(x_t) - \ln P(s_k),$$

where $P(s_k) = T_k/\sum_k T_k$, $T_k$ is the number of frames labelled as $s_k$, and $p(x_t)$ is independent of the HMM state.

### 2.2. Training DNNs with Error Backpropagation

When updating DNN parameters using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) according to some objective function $F$, the first step is to compute the derivatives of $F$ with respect to every parameter, $\phi_i$, which is associated with node $i$. If $\phi_i$ is a weight or bias, then according to the chain rule,

$$\frac{\partial F}{\partial \phi_i} = \frac{\partial F}{\partial a_i} \frac{\partial a_i}{\partial \phi_i} \tag{2}$$

it relies on $\partial F/\partial a_i$. Again, applying the chain rule, we obtain

$$\frac{\partial F}{\partial a_i} = \frac{\partial y_j}{\partial a_i} \sum_j \frac{\partial F}{\partial a_j} \frac{\partial a_j}{\partial y_j} = \frac{\partial f_j(a_j)}{\partial a_i} \sum_j \frac{\partial F}{\partial a_j} w_{ji}, \tag{3}$$

which is computed based on $\partial F/\partial a_i$ propagated back from the next layer. If $\phi_i \in \Phi$, is a parameter of the activation function $f_i(\cdot)$, assume $\phi_i$ is not shared by different functions, then

$$\frac{\partial F}{\partial \phi_i} = \frac{\partial y_j}{\partial \phi_i} \sum_j \frac{\partial F}{\partial a_j} \frac{\partial a_j}{\partial \phi_i} \frac{\partial a_j}{\partial y_j} = \frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \phi_i} \sum_j \frac{\partial F}{\partial a_j} w_{ji}. \tag{4}$$

If $F$ is the cross entropy (CE) criterion, $\partial F_{CE}/\partial a_k = y_k - \hat{y}_k$, where $\hat{y}_k$ is the reference of $C_k$ at time $t$. $y_k - \hat{y}_k$ acts as the error backpropagated by Eqs. (2)-(4) to compute the gradients for all parameters. Therefore, the algorithm is usually referred to as error backpropagation (EBP) [2].

### 3. Parameterised Activation Functions

#### 3.1. Parameterised Sigmoid Function

Functions from the Sigmoid family have been widely investigated for many ASR tasks. For example, activation functions for ANN models [15, 16], smoothed forms of 0-1 classification error [17], and for making soft decisions on data selection according to noise estimation error [18].

In this section, we study a generalised form of Sigmoid,

$$f(a) = \eta \cdot \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\gamma a + \theta}}, \tag{5}$$

which is actually the logistic function, and $\eta$, $\gamma$, and $\theta$ are the learnable parameters. We denote Eqn. (5) as defining the $p$-Sigmoid($\eta, \gamma, \theta$).

#### 3.1.1. Properties of the $p$-Sigmoid

In the $p$-Sigmoid function, $\eta$, $\gamma$, and $\theta$ have different effects on the curve $f(a)$.

- Among the three parameters, $\eta$ can make the largest change to the function by scaling $f(a)$ linearly. $|\eta|$ is the maximum value of $|f(a)|$. Since we impose no constraint on the parameters, $\eta$ can be any real number. If $\eta > 0$, $\eta$ indicates the contribution of the relevant hidden unit, which can be seen as a case of LHUC [13]; the unit is disabled if $\eta = 0$. We enable the units to make negative contributions by allowing $\eta < 0$.
- $\gamma$ controls the steepness of the curve. When $|\gamma|$ increases, $f(a)$ can arbitrarily approximate a step function. When $\gamma \to 0$, $f(a)$ makes less difference to the input around 0, and outputs constant values if $\gamma = 0$.
- $\theta$ applies a horizontal displacement to $f(a)$. $\theta/\gamma$ is the $x$-value of the midpoint of the $p$-Sigmoid, if $\gamma$ is non-zero.

It is well-known that the $p$-Sigmoid, or logistic function, can be used for piecewise approximations to other functions. Fig. 1 illustrates different shapes of $p$-Sigmoid for $a \in [-5, 5]$, by varying $\eta$, $\gamma$, and $\theta$. $p$-Sigmoid(1, 30, 0) is similar to the standard threshold activation function [2]. The illustrated fragment of $p$-Sigmoid(4, 1, 2) has a similar shape as that of the Soft ReLU activation function [5, 10]. $p$-Sigmoid(3, -2, 3) approximates ReLU, although the approximation is poor around zero. Therefore, if all parameters are learnt properly, many $p$-Sigmoid units can behave as several commonly used activation functions. Therefore, we associate each hidden unit activation function $f_i(a_i)$ with a set of parameters, $\eta_i$, $\gamma_i$, and $\theta_i$.

![Figure 1: Piecewise approximation by p-Sigmoid functions.](image)
3.1.2. Implementing p-Sigmoid

From Eqns. (2)–(4), it is necessary to compute the partial derivatives of \( f_i(·) \) with respect to its input activation \( a_i \), and also to each of its parameters \( \eta_i \), \( \gamma_i \), and \( \theta_i \). For the p-Sigmoid, the derivatives are computed by

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial a_i} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \eta_i = 0 \\
\gamma_i f_i(a_i) (1 - \eta_i^{-1} f_i(a_i)) & \text{if } \eta_i \neq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(6)

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \eta_i} = \begin{cases} 
(1 + e^{-\gamma_i a_i + \theta_i})^{-1} & \text{if } \eta_i = 0 \\
\eta_i^{-1} f_i(a_i) & \text{if } \eta_i \neq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(7)

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \theta_i} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \eta_i = 0 \\
a_i f_i(a_i) (1 - \eta_i^{-1} f_i(a_i)) & \text{if } \eta_i \neq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(8)

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \theta_i} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \eta_i = 0 \\
- f_i(a_i) (1 - \eta_i^{-1} f_i(a_i)) & \text{if } \eta_i \neq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(9)

From Eqns. (7) and (8), the input activation, \( a_i \), needs to be used in computing the gradients. This is a different requirement to the Sigmoid function, where \( a_i \) does not need to be kept for EBP, and it gives rise to extra cost for both computation and storage. The computational cost is negligible if a GPU is used in training. Furthermore, when \( \gamma_i \) is not involved in training, we have found that using \( \partial f_i(a_i) / \partial \eta_i = 0 \) for the \( \eta_i = 0 \) case in Eqn. (7) makes only a little difference\(^2\), which can simplify the implementation.

3.2. Parameterised ReLU Function

For the ReLU function with a hinge-like shape, the most straightforward way to make it into a parameterised form is to individually associate a scaling factor with either part of the function. i.e., to enable the two ends of the hinge to rotate separately around the "pin". We denote this function \( p\text{-ReLU} \) as

\[
f(a) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha \cdot a & \text{if } a > 0 \\
\beta \cdot a & \text{if } a \leq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(10)

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are real-valued scaling factors of the positive and negative parts. The PLReLU proposed in [14] is a simplified form of \( p\text{-ReLU}(\alpha, \beta) \), by fixing \( \alpha = 1 \). Similarly, another simplified form of interest is \( p\text{-ReLU}(\alpha, 0) \).

In a similar way to the p-Sigmoid, the function parameters depend on each hidden node \( i \). Therefore, the derivatives of \( p\text{-ReLU} \) with respect to \( \alpha_i, \beta_i, \) and \( \beta_i \) for EBP are

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \alpha_i} = \begin{cases} \alpha_i & \text{if } a_i > 0 \\
\beta_i & \text{if } a_i \leq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(11)

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \beta_i} = \begin{cases} a_i & \text{if } a_i > 0 \\
0 & \text{if } a_i \leq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(12)

\[
\frac{\partial f_i(a_i)}{\partial \beta_i} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } a_i > 0 \\
\alpha_i & \text{if } a_i \leq 0
\end{cases},
\]

(13)

Since the values of \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_i \), are not constrained, the sign of \( a_i \), cannot be inferred from \( f_i(a_i) \). Therefore it is necessary to keep \( a_i \) for backpropagation which results in extra memory usage. As for the p-Sigmoid case, for \( p\text{-ReLU}(\alpha_i, 0) \), \( a_i \) does not need to be kept by not updating the zero-valued \( \alpha_i \). Moreover, it may be argued, for unbounded activation functions like ReLU, scaling its value with a factor with absolute values bigger than 1 is unsafe. However, in our experiments, it was not found to cause any issues. This indicates, that while scaling up ReLU outputs may cause gradient explosion [19], it is also possible that the automatically learnt scaling factors can prevent explosion occurring by scaling down ReLU outputs. In addition, for p-ReLU functions, even if the gradient does get too large, this issue can be fixed using simple gradient clipping [20] and ReLU output value clipping methods.

4. Experimental Setup

The experiments presented below were conducted with systems trained on 72 hours of Mandarin CTS data, denoted r04train, which contains 50 hours of LDC 2004 CTS Mandarin data, as well as 22 hours from the LDC Call Home Mandarin and Call Friend Mandarin data sets. The training set consists of 786 conversationalsides, and was used in building the 2004 Cambridge University HTK-based Mandarin system. Three test sets were used: a 2 hour development set dev04 containing 24 conversations associated with r04train; the 2003 NIST evaluation set, eval03, which includes 1.1 hours of data from 12 conversations from the Call Friend corpus; as well as 1997 NIST Hub5 Mandarin evaluation set, eval97, which contains 1.5 hours of data from 20 conversations.

The recognition word list contains 63k words, comprising about 52k multi-character Chinese words, 5k single character Chinese words, and an additional 5k frequent English words. The base phone set contains 46 toneless phones or 124 total phones. Decoding was performed with a bigram language model (LM) and the generated lattices were rescoring with an interpolated trigram back-off LM. Both LMs were trained using a total of 1 billion words of text data. All results presented in Section 5 are with a trigram LM. More details about the dictionary and LMs can be found in [21].

The acoustic feature vector uses 13d PLP coefficients with their \( \Delta, \Delta \Delta, \text{ and } \Delta \Delta \Delta \), normalised by vocal tract length normalisation (VTLN) and projected to 39d using HLDA [22, 23]. VTLN was used in supervised and unsupervised modes on the training and testing data, respectively. Pitch features extracted by the Kaldi toolkit [24, 25], along with their \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta \Delta \) were appended to the projected vector. The 424 augmented vector was further normalised by cepstral mean and variance normalisation (CMN and CVN) at the speaker level, and then used to build SD GMM-HMMs for CMLLR transform estimation. After transformation by CMLLR, the feature vector was normalised again to zero mean and unit variance. Finally, the current frame of this 42d speaker normalised feature vector, was concatenated with 4 frames to its left and right, respectively, which formed the final 378d DNN input feature vector.

The DNN training alignments were generated by a Tandem SAT system. The DNN output targets were derived from a tonal triphone context-dependent GMM-HMM system with 6005 tied states, clustered with the phonetic decision tree state tying approach [26]. More details about the tonal GMM-HMMs and the Tandem SAT system can also be found in [21]. All DNNs had 5 hidden layers with 1000 nodes per layer and were trained based on the CE criterion. Therefore, the structure for all DNNs used as DNN-HMMs was \( 378 \times 1000^5 \times 6005 \).

For the purpose of cross-validation, 10% of r04train was randomly selected at the speaker level and held out of training. Parameter updates were averaged over a mini-batch with 800 frames and smoothed by adding a "momentum" term of 0.5 times the previous updates. A modified NewBob algorithm described in [27] was used as the learning rate scheduler. For DNNs with Sigmoid and p-Sigmoid activation functions, the initial learning rate \( \eta_i \) and minimum epoch number \( N_{min} \) were

\(^2\text{Note that this approximation was not used in the experiments reported in this paper.}\)
set to $2.0 \times 10^{-3}$ and 12. Discriminative pre-training [28, 15] was used for sigmoidal DNNs, which trains the model for 1 epoch every time a new layer is stacked. For DNNs with ReLU and p-ReLU functions, 5.0 $\times$ $10^{-4}$ and 8 were used as $\gamma_0$ and $N_{\text{min}}$. The DNN, which produced the highest held-out set frame classification accuracy in fine-tuning, was used as the final model. All GMM-HMMs and DNN-HMMs acoustic model training and decoding used HTK [29, 27].

5. Experimental Results

We investigated the use of p-Sigmoid and p-ReLU for standard DNN acoustic model training. All CD-DNN-HMMs were constructed following the configurations described in Section 4. The initial value of all $\eta_i$, $\gamma_i$, $\theta_i$, $\alpha_i$, and $\beta_i$ were set to be 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, and 0.25, if not explicitly defined. There are two key things of interest: which activation function parameters to select and how to train these parameters properly. For clarity, we only present dev04 results in subsection 5.1.

5.1. How to train p-Sigmoid and p-ReLU Parameters

For the p-Sigmoid systems, care needs to be taken in training the activation function parameters from the pre-training (PT) step, since some parameters, e.g., $\eta_i$, can change the p-Sigmoid outputs rapidly and can affect the convergence of the other model parameters. Starting to train p-Sigmoid parameters from the fine-tuning (FT) step is preferred since all weights and biases are already sensibly initialised. Therefore, we first compare training $\eta_i$, $\gamma_i$, and $\theta_i$ individually in both PT and FT, and FT only. The results are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Activation Function</th>
<th>dev04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, 1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2*</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($1, \gamma_1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3*</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($1, 1, \theta_1$)</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, 1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($1, \gamma_1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($1, 1, \theta_1$)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, \gamma_1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($1, \gamma_1, \theta_1$)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, 1, \theta_1$)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, \gamma_1, \theta_1$)</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: dev04 %WERs for the p-Sigmoid systems. * means the activation function parameters were trained in both PT and FT.

Comparing S1*, S2*, and S3* to S1, S2, and S3 respectively, we can see all p-Sigmoid systems that start to learn their parameters from FT outperformed their counterparts that learn all the parameters together since PT. These results coincide with our above mentioned inference. Meanwhile, we also tested this idea with the p-ReLU systems. Since we did not use PT for training ReLU DNNs, the p-ReLU parameters were kept fixed in the first epoch to avoid them affecting the other parameters. The resulted systems are $R1^-$ and $R2^-$. From Table 2, it is clear that training $\alpha_i$ from the first epoch makes $R1^-$ outperform $R1^-$, while doing this for $\beta_i$ makes no impact on WERs. This reveals two things: first, since ReLU DNNs have unbounded activation functions, their parameters can be more robust to the fluctuation of the activation function outputs, and it is not useful to avoid the impact on the other parameters at the beginning; second, $\alpha_i$ has more impact on training than $\beta_i$, which supports the negative rather than the positive part to be rectified in ReLU.

In summary, it is found helpful to keep the p-Sigmoid parameters frozen at the beginning of training, but unnecessary or even harmful for p-ReLU systems.

5.2. Which p-Sigmoid and p-ReLU Parameters to Train

DNN-HMMs with other choices of p-Sigmoid and p-ReLU functions are shown in Table 2. From the results, none of the p-Sigmoid and p-ReLU systems with multiple learnt parameters has outperformed S1 and R1, which are the best two systems with only the linear scaling factors estimated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Activation Function</th>
<th>dev04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>p-ReLU($\alpha_1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>p-ReLU($1, \beta_1$)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>p-ReLU($\alpha_1, \beta_1$)</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1^-</td>
<td>p-ReLU($\alpha_1, 0$)</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2^-</td>
<td>p-ReLU($1, \beta_1$)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: dev04 %WER for the p-ReLU systems. * indicates the activation function parameters were frozen in the 1st epoch.

Full results on the 3 testing sets are presented in Table 3. S0 and R0 are the baseline systems with standard Sigmoid and ReLU functions. Comparing S1 to S0, R1 to R0, p-Sigmoid and p-ReLU resulted in on average 3.4% and 2.0% relative WER reduction, by increasing only 0.06% parameters (6,000 among 10,394,005) in training, which illustrates the important role of parameterised activation functions. Of course, an equivalent model without any activation function parameters can be obtained by replacing the p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, 1, 0$) or p-ReLU($\alpha_1, 0$) with Sigmoid or ReLU, and scaling the relevant weights of the next layer by $\eta_i$ or $\alpha_i$. Furthermore, although on this task, p-ReLU outperformed p-Sigmoid, the relative improvement is smaller. This shows that the improvement from p-Sigmoid may already contain some benefits from making the Sigmoid more similar to ReLU using $\eta_i$, but more improvements were from the extra flexibility to allow the contribution of each hidden unit to be automatically and individually weighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Activation Function</th>
<th>eval97</th>
<th>eval03</th>
<th>dev04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>p-Sigmoid($\eta_1, 1, 0$)</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>p-ReLU($\alpha_1, 0$)</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>26.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: %WER on all test sets.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the use of general parameterised forms of Sigmoid and ReLU activation functions was studied. It was found that a linear scaling factor with no constraint imposed is the most useful for both Sigmoid and ReLU. Experimental results on a challenging CTS Mandarin task showed that DNNs trained with parameterised Sigmoid and ReLU functions resulted in, respectively, 3.4% and 2.0% relative reductions in WER. This reduction in WER requires an increase in the number of parameters in training by only 0.06% and if the linear activation function scalings are converted to scaling the following layer weights, then no extra parameters in the final model are required.
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